Tough as Nails Themeless #40  Stella Zawistowski

ACROSS
1. Signs to pause
7. Wish for TLC
15. Vivid passerine
16. "Baby Got Back" sampler
17. New Amsterdam's governor, once
18. Study of the sole
19. Noise from a peacock
20. It's under a shift
21. Subs' counterparts
22. Our treat
23. Got a ring
25. "Gosh golly!"
27. Uptime?
31. Meas. taken at a gas station
33. It's incapacitating
34. Posturepedic brand
35. Culls
37. Iron (III)
38. Word that sounds like it describes the mouth
39. Bernard's bye
42. Xiao long ___
43. Half a doughnut?
44. Bland protein choice
46. Kurt's "Threepenny Opera" collaborator
48. Chi-town sheet
51. Reviewer, often
54. Signs of a well-oiled state
55. It may be unbroken
56. Arras site of note
58. Like a mopey artiste
59. Butterhead alternatives
60. Nocturnal author?
61. From Leopoldstadt, perhaps
62. What follows warts?

5. Got down to earth
6. Went down
7. When to go down
8. Not in
9. Bad news preceder
10. Third-century start
11. Midlife crisis purchase
12. "For ___ us a child is born" ("Messiah" chorus)
13. Part of an apt.
14. Comes out with
20. What coral may compose
23. Some Allende characters, for short
24. Be nicer
26. Churchill's successor and predecessor
28. 12th-century imperial epithet
29. Shawkat of "Arrested Development"
30. Toy brand, once
31. ___ too soon
32. Arc of an opera?
36. Paleozoic period
37. Solving this puzzle in under 3 minutes, e.g.
39. Puts clothes on
40. See in church?
41. Tribulations
45. Statement with a shrug
47. Part of Lyon's landscape
49. Mole's collection
50. It's humoral but not humorous
51. Gross type
52. Fictional food race
53. Salinger story girl
55. Page's partner
57. They got "Closer" in the '90s
58. ___ Hotel (JFK attraction)
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